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LIGHTED MIRROR TV
ASCENT SERIES

LIGHTED MIRROR TV

FACILE INTEGRATION
Enjoy the ad notam
solution and rely on your
trusted supplier:

Compatible with: *
›› Amazon Fire TV Stick (included)
›› Apple TV
›› Android TM

www.ad-notam .com

* ad notam is an independent manufacturer and has not been authorized, sponsored, or otherwise approved by Apple Inc.
Amazon and Fire are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates. Android is a trademark of Google Inc.

ASCENT SERIES
EXPECT NO COMPROMISE
The Lighted Mirror TV ASCENT raises the quality and usability
of a Lighted Mirror TV to the highest degree. A mirror with natural colors with the TV off; a 13" infotainment system; a stunning
32" display!
Choose the perfect complement for your interior design.
ADJUSTABLE IMAGE AREA

TOUCH KEYPAD

Combines a fully-fledged 13" vanity mirror and a 32"

Adjust your picture size with a single touch.

MIRROR IMAGE Display in a single device. Position

5 buttons embedded into the face of the mirror

the window and change from 13" to 32" picture size.

to have everything under "touch" control!

®

Off

Small Screen

Full Screen

Don´t miss

News and weather

Just connect to your

Enjoy your
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WiFi and get
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TV show

up to date

started

photo & video
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ASCENT SERIES
ILLUMINATING ILLUMINATION
REAL LOOK
Light sources with a high CRI are desirable
in color-critical applications such as your
make up for a perfect look.
We offer the highest possible industry
standard for LEDs with a CRI value of more
than 90.

Color Rendering Index (CRI)
Industry Standard CRI 60

Color Rendering Index (CRI)
ad notam Standard CRI 90

LIGHT COLOR
We give you confidence. With our
luxury LED lights you can select the color
that best matches the environment you’re
preparing for – outdoors, indoors, or
evening - in a range between 2700K
to 6500K.
Lighting Color
3.100K Warm White

Lighting Color
4.100K Neutral White

Lighting Color
5.100K Cold White

LUMINANCE
We offer the densest LED bulbs count per
meter, resulting in the highest quality and
brightest possible lighting to fulfill your
tasks.
And best of all: dim the illuminance
according to your wishes with a fingertip
via the touch keys inside the mirror .

Lumen Output
Market Standard 60 to 80 LED Bulbs per meter

LONG LIFETIME
ad notam only uses LEDs that have an effective lifespan of at least 50,000 hours.

www.ad-notam .com

Lumen Output
ad notam Standard 240 LED Bulbs per meter

ASCENT SERIES
EVEN MORE FEATURES
We have thought of everything, so that your bathroom mirror is
always ready for use.
Get ready for the day ahead with a perfect look!

IN-MIRROR TOUCH CONTROL
LIGHTING & DISPLAY CONTROL

Display ON /OFF
Dimmer (Short Press)

The easy to use Touch Control is seamlessly integrated

Light Color (Long Press)

into the mirror. Change the settings of your mirror at

Volume +

the touch of your fingers - no need to look for a light

Volume -

switch or a remote, simply direct your touch to the

Ascent Function

elegant touch keys on your mirror and enjoy the rare
and elegant combination of style and comfort.
Several preset light levels that match your common
lighting needs are available, such as
· 100 % Bright lighting to help you with tasks
· 60 % Standard lighting to illuminate your room
· 20 % Soft lighting for a relaxing atmosphere

DIRECT ILLUMINATION
Forget shadows and insufficient light on the lower face
and neck; ad notam direct illumination places sufficient
lights on the hairs, face and neck for an optimal make up.
With our direct illumination technology you get the
brightest possible lighting for your mirror. Compared to
other lighted mirrors, we achieve up to 100 % more
Lumen Output or vice versa less power consumption for
a defined Lumen Output.

www.ad-notam .com

GLASS- AND MIRROR TYPES
How it works
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AVAILABLE OPTIONS
MIRROR SIZES

1200x900 mm

SCREEN SIZE

32“ TFT

MOUNTING

On-Wall

MIRROR TYPES

ACCESSORIES

1400x900 mm

1600x900mm

Silver Magic Mirror

Amazon Fire
Fire TV
TV Stick
Stick Full
Full HD
HD || Lighting
Lighting Control
Control ||
Amazon
Mirror
Defogger | Water-resistant
R RC
Invisible
Loudspeakers
| Water-resistant

Do you need
a different
Size?
Easily build your own
custom solution at
www.ad-notam.com/
configurator

FULL BI-DIRECTIONAL RS232 PROTOCOL

FANLESS

Proprietary and Confidential The information contained in this document is the sole property of ad notam . Any reproduction in part or in whole without written permission from ad notam is prohibited. This product, parts, components or the assembly might be part of or protected by one of the following intellectual property rights: EP
1168285 | US 7,455,412 | EP 1429308 | EP 1809828 | US 7,589,893 | DE 10139890.
For further information please visit our website www.ad-notam.com
* Amazon and Fire are trademarks of Amazon.com, Inc. or its affiliates.
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